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archshadersvol3forvrayfreedownload is released under the gnu general public license version 3.0. you can redistribute or modify this program under the terms of the gnu general public license version 3.0 as published by the free software foundation. you may modify this program under the terms of the gnu
general public license version 2. this program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but without any warranty; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. see the gnu general public license for more details. you should have received a copy of the gnu general
public license version 2.0 along with this program. if not, see . this invention relates generally to skylights and, more particularly, to a device for producing a daylight by daylight and a solar energy by solar energy function. it is well known in the skylight industry to provide an apparatus for gathering and directing
sunlight into a building interior through a transparent pane. typical of such devices is u.s. pat. no. 5,669,045, issued to the present inventor. in that device a series of reflective panel elements are spaced along a perimeter of the transparent pane. the reflective panel elements are spaced such that the reflective
panel elements are positioned to intercept and reflect light that is incident upon the surface of the transparent pane. it is also known in the art to provide a skylight with an independent heating system that operates by convection to heat air in the building interior. such a system is described in u. 5,823,826,
issued to the present inventor. in that device a solar collector assembly is connected to an electric heating element to heat air that is circulated by an air moving device.the present invention relates generally to semiconductor device assemblies, and more specifically, to single in-line memory module (simm)
assemblies having a memory integrated circuit (ic) chip connected to a logic ic chip. single in-line memory modules (simms) are a type of semiconductor device assembly, typically including a plurality of memory ic chips, and a logic ic chip. the memory ic chips are arranged along a common edge of the simm
and electrically connected to the logic ic chip via flexible conductive traces. the arrangement of the memory ic chips is similar to the arrangement of the memory ic chips on a memory module. in the prior art, simm modules are typically fixed to a printed circuit board (pcb) by mechanical and/or thermal means.
for example, the simm modules may be adhesively attached to the pcb using a double-sided tape. alternatively, the simm modules may be fixed to the pcb by way of a combination of adhesives and heat-sensitive elements. once the simm modules are fixed to the pcb, the pcb is typically configured to
accommodate a memory subsystem including the simm modules. the pcb typically includes a number of input/output pins (i/o pins) that provide for communication between the memory subsystem and other components, such as a central processing unit. as shown in fig. 1, the simm modules 50 of a prior art
memory subsystem 100 are typically fixed to a pcb 110 by a double-sided tape 120 and a hard connector 130.
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